IEEE Project Topic-2015

1. Detecting E Banking Phishing Websites Using Associative Classification
2. Vehicle Tracking Using Driver Mobile Gps Tracking
3. Sentiment Analysis for Product Rating
4. Fingerprint Based ATM System
5. Image Encryption Using AES Algorithm
6. Image Encryption Using Triple DES
7. Extended AES with Custom Configurable Encryption
8. E Commerce Product Rating Based On Customer Review Mining
9. Employee Hourly Attendance By Barcode Scan
10. Weather Forecasting Using Data Mining
11. User Web Access Records Mining For Business Intelligence
12. Railway Tracking and Arrival Time Prediction
13. Android Local Train Ticketing Project
14. Android Patient Tracker
15. Opinion Mining For Restaurant Reviews
16. Website Evaluation Using Opinion Mining
17. Opinion Mining For Comment Sentiment Analysis
18. Movie Success Prediction Using Data Mining
19. Android Customer Relationship Management System
20. Android Employee Tracker
21. Monitoring Suspicious Discussions On Online Forums Using Data Mining
22. Android – PC Chatting & Image Sharing System
23. Fake Product Review Monitoring And Removal For Genuine Online Product Reviews Using Opinion Mining
24. Web Data Mining To Detect Online Spread Of Terrorism
25. Opinion Mining For Social Networking Site
26. Biomedical Data Mining For Web Page Relevance Checking
27. Data Mining For Automated Personality Classification
28. Real Estate Search Based On Data Mining
29. Automated Payroll With GPS Tracking And Image Capture
30. Unique User Identification Across Multiple Social Networks
31. College Enquiry Chat Bot
32. Bikers Portal
33. Secure Electronic Fund Transfer Over Internet Using DES
34. Sentiment Based Movie Rating System
35. Advanced Reliable Real Estate Portal
36. Diagnostic Centre Client Coordination System
37. Improved Data Leakage Detection
38. Online Herbs Shopping Project
39. Sending a secure message over a network to a remote site
40. Online Diagnostic Lab Reporting System
41. Online Loan Application & Verification System
42. Multi Website Advertisement Handling System
43. Secure Data Transfer Over Internet Using Image Steganography
44. Airport Network Flight Scheduler
45. Image Encryption For Secure Internet Transfer
46. Public Photography Contest With Live Voting
47. Image Encryption For Secure Internet Transfer
48. Public Photography Contest With Live Voting
49. Criminal Investigation Tracker with Suspect Prediction
50. Distributed Dealership Network Analyzer and Sales Monitor
51. E Healthcare – Online Consultation And Medical Subscription
52. Automated College Timetable Generator
53. Intelligent PC Location Tracking System
54. Secure Remote Communication Using DES Algorithm
55. Remote Java 2 Dotnet Communication Application
56. Internet Based Live Courier Tracking And Delivery System
57. Active Chat Monitoring and Suspicious Chat Detection over Internet
58. Credit Card Fraud Detection
59. Remote User Recognition And Access Provision
60. AI Multi Agent Shopping System
61. Wireless Indoor Positioning System
62. Web Content Trust Rating Prediction Using Evidence Theory
63. Topic Detection Using Keyword Clustering
64. An Adaptive Social Media Recommendation System
65. Tab Based Library Book Availability & Location Finder On Wifi
66. Web Mining For Suspicious Keyword Prominence
67. Web Agent For Learning Content Updating
68. PC Configuration Retrieval System on Online Server
69. Web Server Log Analysis System
70. Customer Behaviour Prediction Using Web Usage Mining
71. Web Server to Client communication for web usage data analysis
72. Network Based Stock Price System
73. Matrimonial Portal Project
74. On Demand Remote PC Monitoring system Through Internet
75. Online AI Shopping With M-Wallet System
76. Military Access Using Card Scanning With OTP
77. Secure ATM Using Card Scanning Plus OTP
78. Secure Lab Access Using Card Scanner Plus Face Recognition
79. Webpage Ranking Search Engine With SeoSuggester
80. Detect Irregular moving objects and tracking based on color and shape in real-time
81. Camera Motion Sensing Project
82. Collective Face Detection Project
83. College automation project
84. Online Election System Project
85. Automated Attendance System
86. Mobile Attendance System Project
87. WiFi Shopping Guide Project
88. Cursor Movement By Hand Gesture Project
89. Mobile Quiz Through WiFi Project
90. The Cibil System Project
91. Android Merchant Application Using Qr
92. Advanced Mobile Store
93. Artificial Intelligence Dietician
94. Look Based Media Player
95. Banking Bot Project
96. Android Voting System
97. Android File finder and Sorting
98. Android Tourist Guide Project
99. Android AI Diet Consultant
100. Android Blood Bank
101. Bus Pass Android Project
102. Android Based Parking Booking System
103. Android Based Furniture Shopping
104. Grocery Shopping Android
105. Face Recognition Attendance System
106. Driver Card With Qr Code Identification
107. Detecting Data Leaks
108. Mobile(location based) Advertisement System
109. Medical Search Engine Project
110. Automatic Answer Checker
111. Document checker and Corrector Project
112. AI Desktop Partner
113. Car Sales And Inventory Store Project
114. Media player Project
115. Education Assignment Dashboard
116. LED display generator project
117. Human Speed Detection Project
118. Cargo Booking Software
119. Mobile Banking Project
120. Facial Expression Recognition
121. Graphical Password By Image Segmentation
122. Video Surveillance Project
123. Image Mining Project
124. Smart Health Consulting Project
125. Farming Assistance Web Service
126. Corporate Dashboard Project
127. iPad Restaurant Application
128. Detecting Edges Using Image Processor
129. Mobile(location based) Advertisement System
130. Sql Injection Prevention Project
131. Smart Health consulting system
132. Wireless Data Handling And Management
133. Android Anti-Virus Application
134. Storage/Energy efficient Cloud Computing
135. Cloud computing for Rural banking
136. E-Learning Platform using Cloud Computing
137. Smart Health Prediction Using Data Mining
138. ERP System For Institutes
139. Efficient Doctor Patient Portal
140. Online Bookstore System On Cloud Infrastructure
141. Cloud Based Online Blood Bank System
142. Cloud Based Local Train Ticketing System
143. Cloud Based Bus Pass System
144. Cloud Based Career Guidance System
145. Android Bluetooth Chat
146. Bus Pass with Barcode Card scan
147. Bus Pass with webcam Scan
148. Employee attendance System By Qr Scan
149. Online Printed T-Shirt Designing
150. Online Visiting Card Creation Project
151. Online Ebook Maker Project
152. MLM Project
153. Three Level Password Authentication System
154. Question paper generator system
155. Hotel Management Android Project
156. Intelligent Tourist System Project
157. Android Vehicle Tracking Application
158. Software Piracy Protection Project
159. Multi Coverage Broadcast
160. Mobile Network Stability
161. Attack Source Tracing Project
162. Mobile Networks Load Balancing
163. Graphical Password Strategy
164. Android location alarm
165. College Social Networking Web Project
166. Voice Logger Software Project
167. Seo optimizer and suggester
168. Enhanced Library Management System
169. Custom Web Search With User Centric Map
170. Android Joystick Application
171. Storage/Energy efficient Cloud Computing
172. Image Editor Project
173. Net Tracer (ACTIVE NETWORK MONITORING)
174. Mobile Ticketing Project
175. Mobile Self Encryption
176. Visual Cryptography (Image encryption and decryption)
177. Video Steganography
178. Lan based discussion forum
179. file encryption using fibonacci series
180. Hybrid AES DES encryption algorithm(any combination of algorithms is available)
181. Stock Market Analysis and Prediction
182. Student Attendance with Fingerprint Reader
183. Online Law System
184. Data Protection Using Hand Gesture Recognition
185. Digital Watermarking Project
186. Improved Honeypot Project
187. Internet Border Patrol
188. Traffic Signal: Management & Control System
189. Download accelerator
190. Intelligent Chat Bot
191. E Governance project
192. Detecting Data Leaks
193. Android location alarm
194. Gps Based Human Tracking
195. Web Filtering Software
196. Lan Messenger Software Project
197. Student Examination Datacard
198. Enhanced Kmeans algorithm
199. Student Attendance System by Barcode Scan
200. Student Attendance System By Qr Scan
201. Hotel Reservation Android
202. Festival Calendar System with Business Promotion
203. OSA: An Optical Switching Architecture for Data Center Networks With Unprecedented Flexibility
204. A Trust-Aware System for Personalized User Recommendations in Social Networks
205. SeLeCT: Self-Learning Classifier for Internet Traffic
206. Robust Multi-Factor Authentication for Fragile Communications
207. Network Codes Resilient to Jamming and Eavesdropping
208. Network Resource Allocation for Users With Multiple Connections: Fairness and Stability
209. PACK: Prediction-Based Cloud Bandwidth and Cost Reduction System
210. Privacy-Preserving Quantification of Cross-Domain Network Reachability
211. Identity-Based Secure Distributed Data Storage Schemes
212. Detection and Localization of Multiple Spoofing Attackers in Wireless Networks
213. A System for Denial-of-Service Attack Detection Based on Multivariate Correlation Analysis
214. An Error-Minimizing Framework for Localizing Jammers in Wireless Networks
215. Behavioral Malware Detection in Delay Tolerant Networks
216. E-MACs: Toward More Secure and More Efficient Constructions of Secure Channels
219. Privacy-Preserving Authenticated Key-Exchange Over Internet
220. Further Observations on Smart-Card-Based Password-Authenticated Key Agreement
221. Secure and Efficient Data Transmission for Cluster-Based Wireless Sensor Networks
222. Dynamic Trust Management for Delay Tolerant Networks and Its Application to Secure Routing
224. A Model Approach to the Estimation of Peer-to-Peer Traffic Matrices
225. A Probabilistic Misbehavior Detection Scheme toward Efficient Trust Establishment in Delay-Tolerant Networks
226. A Scalable and Modular Architecture for High-Performance Packet Classification
227. Secret Key Generation in the Two-Way Relay Channel With Active Attackers
228. Data Hiding in Encrypted H.264/AVC Video Streams by Codeword Substitution
229. Secure Encounter-based Mobile Social Networks: Requirements, Designs, and Tradeoffs
230. Secrecy Capacity Enhancement With Distributed Precoding in Multirelay Wiretap Systems
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